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(1970). Golfand and Likhtaman 

Golfand and Likhtman, Nov. 1970; 

N=1 superalgebra


Super-QED

 Their story


{Q̄ ·α, Qα} = 2P ·αα = 2 (σμ) ·αα Pμ

Four (Weyl) supercharges Energy-momentum 4–vector

Super-Poincaré algebra (14= 10 even + 4 odd)

Anticommitator

All Jacobi identities are satisfied! 

Demise of CM no-go theorem

⃗P = 0, P0 = H ⟶ {Q̄ ·α, Qα} = 2δ ·ααH

The ground state energy is exactly ZERO (Likhtman,  …–… Pauli)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacobi_identity


JETP 
Letters 
1971: 

SQED 
with γ 
mass & 
massive 
matter

(Couple of 
typos)

March 10, 1971

The simplest 4D model fith four supercharges, 𝒩 = 1

The only reference



⟨vac {Q̄ ·α, Qα} vac⟩ = 2δ ·αα⟨vac H vac⟩ = 2δ ·αα Evac

=0 =0
Likhtman

Qα |boson⟩ = | fermion⟩,
Qα | fermion⟩ = |boson⟩ } Degenerate masses, equal numbers of d.o.f.

Pauli, 1947
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Non-Abelian brother of theo on page 3

Ferrara & Zumino, Nucl . Phys . B79, 413, May 1974



1973 and later,   Julius Wess & Bruno Zumino, …
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θ2 = 0

�!“fermion” direction 

of the superspace

In 1+3 dimensions

{t,x,y,z}�! {t,x,y,z; θiα}Superspace!


Salam and 
Strathdee, 1975

In 4D we can have θα, θ̄ ·α ↔ 𝒩 = 1
θi

α, θ̄ i·α (i = 1,2) ↔ 𝒩 = 2

θi
α, θ̄ i·α (i = 1,2,3,4) ↔ 𝒩 = 4{
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SY

With larger  power of SUSY is stronger!𝒩



In the late 1970 people turned to SUSY-based phenomenology.


♛ Dynamical SUSY breaking, Witten, N.P. B185, 513 (1981); 
♛  MSSM, 1981, Dimopoulos, Georgi (naturalness, DM), N.P.  B193, 150 (1981) 

Then     avalanche


Roughly, 3000 papers/year, 10/day
Why?

Natural Solution of Hierarchy problem; LSP = DM

+ depth and beauty
physics
esthetics

(ℰvac)1/4 ∼ MPl =
ℏc
GN

MHiggs ≈ 125.10 GeV Also, gauge coupling unification is better in MSSM



Supersymmetry protects bosons! 

Loop graphs for MHiggs diverge quadratically. 

Hope was that  

 M2
Pl → M2

SUSY with MSUSY ∼ few hundred GeV



Global SM Fit (forget blue)

sin2 θW



 As data from the LHC has continued to accumulate, the originally  
favored models of supersymmetry (e.g. MSSM1) have been largely  
ruled out. For example, gluinos have been excluded up to a mass of 2TeV — an 
order of magnitude larger than expected.

With masses of superpartners at least in the TeV range or higher 


there is no hope to appropriately suppress loop corrections as needed to keep


MHiggs ≈ 125.10 GeV

After 50 years the principle of naturalness seems to be gone 
(Panic???)

 Since Galileo and Newton physics operated differently:

                                           Experiment (observation)  Theory  Prediction 

                                           Falsification (or triumph) …

→ →
→

MSSM1   → NkMSSMbaroque



Attempts to base physics on philosophy rather than the other way around is 
punished by nature


!  Naturalness was a belief.   
It is not something imposed by existing data/observations; 

!  So was the belief that string theory is the  
ultimate theory of everything. 😥😢😢

Both beliefs faded away (postopned indefinitely???)

We have to live without naturalness and the ultimate 

theory of everything and  continue do physics
ℓ2

OR?



Why this glue  
is “natural” ?

Everyone who is seriously involved in the pursuit of science becomes convinced that some spirit is manifest in the laws of the universe, one that is vastly superior to that of man. In this way the pursuit of science leads to a religious 
feeling of a special sort, which is surely quite different from the religiosity of someone more naive. A. Einstein

Multiverse;

Intelligent design/ Anthropic principle } Philosophy/Religion → Fantasy science



Does it mean that SUSY or string theory should not 

have been throughly studied?


Absolutely not! Remember the history of Yang-Mills theory…


But… ambitions should be scaled down, from super-global, “ultimate 
theory” to less global!


Goals to be redefined and adjusted in correspondence with the Galileo-
Newton paradigm. 


✯ ☞  This is my personal belief, not a physics statement, and may or may not be followed,


        as you wish.




The Power of Supersymmetry:
For the first time ever in non-trivial QFT in four dimensions at 
strong coupling one can obtain exact predictions/solutions:

☞   (1971)Evac = 0
☞  Number of vacua (1981)

☞  Exact β functions (1983) 

☞  Exact instanton-induced superpotentials (1984) 

☞  Gluino condensate (1988)

☞  Seiberg dualities    (1994)SU(N)Nf
↔ SU(Nf − N)Nf

☞  Crescendo: Seiberg-Witten sol’n of   (1994)𝒩 = 2 SYM at low energies

☞  BPS protected sectors: masses, domain wall tensions, vortex flux tensions (1995-2015)

☞  2D-4D correspondence …

☞  𝒩 = 4 Yang − Mills is superconformal !



SUSY has revealed its power in physics! 😇

Supersymmetry at the service of strong coupling QFT

 !""The first 50 years of QFT  weak coupling perturbation theory

     +symmetry based considerations:   Triumph of QED, success of SM,    

                                                                    asymptotic freedom of QCD 

→

 !""Since 1970s,  QFT = realm of strong coupling (primarily), both in HEP


     Condensed Matter and even gravity at distances  or 

     strong fields (quantum regime), 4D, 3D, 2D…

                                                Quark (color) confinement, non- 

                                                                  Abelian  strings, …. 

                                                                 SYK, Fractional Quantum Hall,… 

L ∼ (MPl)−1



Crescendo. Seiberg-Witten Culmination (1994)
☺ First demonstration of the dual Meissner effect☺

SU(2) →U(1), Higgsing in the same way as in 

Georgi-Glashow  monopoles exist; at 

|Trφ2| >> Λ2 seen/calculable quasi classically  

⟶

Monopoles become light if  |φ3|≾ Λ ➔ At two points, massless!

• gluons+complex scalar superpartner

• two gluinos

• Georgi-Glashow model built in

𝒩 = 2 SYM, 8 supercharges

Any point on the complex plane of Trφ2 can 
serve as vacuum



Let us turn to the (second) cousin of pp 4 & 5 and apply the power of SUSY

to penetrate to strong coupling!!!

☞ In one of two vacua at Tr  =  we have massless monopoles; φ2 ±Λ2 (Condense upon small deformation)

☞ This theory can be dualized! 😇.   ⃗E ↔ ⃗B

☞ At energies  the theory reduces to ;≪ Λ 𝒩 = 2 SQED

☞ Small breaking of  is introduced (analyze to leading order in breaking); 𝒩 = 2 → 𝒩 = 1

☞ Dual matter (i.e. monopoles) condense, U(1) is spontaneously broken, ANO string is formed

GOLDEN DREAM COMES TRUE ! Well… Sort of …

GOLDEN DREAM is to descend down to  !𝒩 = 0



Supersymmetric analog of  R ( hadrons)      e+e− → Recently

R =

MS+ K. V. Stepanyantz,

EXACT


Conjectured (not yet proven)

 series is well-defined and


convergent

α

UV fixed pointIR fixed point ↔



Fifty Years is the age of maturity
Compare: “old” quantum mechanics 1900-1950;∼
“new” quantum mechanics 1925-1975∼

Feynman’s path integral  
1948; Aharonov-Bohm  
effect 1950s

Fundamental aspects fully worked out, basic principle 

established, Cornucopia of applications!

QM-50

SUSY-50 Report card: (1) nothing on the pheno side;


     (2) many powerful results in strong  
 coupling QFT, with high conceptual  
 value but –– alas –– so far only  
 qualitative value as far as our world is  
 concerned.

Future???




